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Easy online distribution with
WebCops Secure Download.
DVDR-Cops ULTRA, safe - still on
your own DVD-Rs.
You know some of our products - but we do many other
things. The new DVDR-Cops ULTRA has an approval rate
of almost 100% - yet you still produce on your own PC on
normal DVD-Rs.
Secure Download is a complete system for moving new
and existing titles to safe online distribution. In most cases
it can be done without involving the original developers!
It is easy to use and works on old and new Windows and
macOS. Installing a product requires internet access only
during the first run. Even without internet, products can be
activated by reading a QR-code on a smartphone or by
entering a code.
NEW Boss: Thomas Hindberg is our new CEO! He is 28
years old, educated as it-engineer from Technical
University of Denmark and Copenhagen Business School
with focus on Internet and Economy. He has worked here
part time many years. Former CEO Hans Pedersen will
now focus on research and development, while being the
Chairman of the Board.
Testing House: We do testing for publishers in connection
with protection jobs. Knowing what to test and how to
judge anomalies and get around cache problems requires
skills and experience. We can also offer testing as a
separate service.

Best regards,

Link Data Security invented the world's first DVD-ROM protection in 1998 still one of the best in the world! All know-how from our CD/DVD, USB-stick
and network protections is in our Secure Download system which boasts
millions of active users. Our security is well-tested and chosen for
demanding purposes; in 2016 the Japanese Ministry of Defense started
using us on a regular basis.
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